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background
●

There are two ways to derive distributivity: lexical ('P') and
quantificational ('Q') following e.g. Roberts (1987), Hoeksema (1988), Winter
(1997), Champollion (2010), de Vries (2012)
(1) a. The girls smiled
(2) a. The girls are walking or cycling
b. The girls are hiding somewhere
c. De meisjes vinden zichzelf erg slim

●

●

P-distributivity: smile(the_girls) + lexical/world knowledge
Q-distributivity: a covert quantifier over girls, e.g.
x . xthe_girls → ( y . hide_in(x,y) )

background (2)
●

Why do we need the distinction? To deal with group nouns
(among other things)
(3) a. The cricket team smiled
(4) a. The cricket team is walking or cycling
b. The cricket team is hiding somewhere
c. Het cricketteam vindt zichzelf erg slim

●

●

P-distributivity is available but Q-distributivity is not
Straightforward explanation: group nouns range over
atomic entities (cf. Landman (1989), Barker (1992), Schwarzschild (1996)...
and contra Bennett (1974) and Pearson (2011))
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British English
●

Well-known fact: BrE singular group nouns can occur with
both a singular and a plural VP
(5) a. The team is smiling
b. The team are smiling

●

Question: does number choice affect Q-distributivity?
(6) a. The team is walking or cycling
b. The team are walking or cycling
(7) a. The class is hiding somewhere
b. The class are hiding somewhere

●

...yes it does!

(many thanks to Hazel Pearson and Michelle Sheehan, who got
this line of research started by pointing out the contrast in (4) to me)

small quantitative study
●

Three Q-distributivity tests: disjunction, conjunction &
quantifier (why conjunction? because it works, but I wouldn't know how to
analyse it)

●

Example:
The class is/are drawing and sleeping /
the children are drawing and sleeping

●

Overall results:
plural subject: 83% true
group subject + plural VP: 61% true

group subject + singular VP: 23% true

reciprocity
●

Something similar: reciprocity with group nouns
(8) a. *The team are friends
b. *The team coaches each other

●

(cf. Schwarzschild 1996, Lønning 2011)

What about British English? Some Googled examples:
(9) a. The Team are friends on track as well as off track, and are
as much family as we are friends.
b. Can a scientific program really change the way the Diaz family
love each other?
c. I have heard that the white stripes (a band) are brother and
sister and I was just wondering if that was true.
d. It is puzzling when medical staff disagree with each other.

●

The similarity is not surprising if both Q-distributivity and
reciprocity involve quantification

groups: sets or atoms?
●

Pattern:
group NP + singular VP → Q-distributivity unavailable
group NP + plural VP → Q-distributivity available

●

●

Recall: the availability of Q-distributivity is a sign of
semantic plurality
So, do group NPs denote sets or atoms?
–

Ambiguity or typeshift?

–

If it's a typeshift, which type is basic?

–

Same across languages?
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my analysis
●

●

In a nutshell: group nouns range over sets... and the rest
follows from common assumptions about the semantics of
number.
Assumption 1: morphologically plural VPs denote sets of
sets (following Bennett (1974), Link (1983), Winter (2002) and many others...)
for example: if [[is tall]] = tall = {j,m}...
...then [[are tall]] = *tall = ({j,m})-Ø = {{j},{m},{j,m}}

●

Assumption 2: set-denoting referential NPs can be
typeshifted into the corresponding impure atom (following Link
(1984), Landman (1989), Winter (2002, 2007))

my analysis (2)
●

Type mismatch for sentences like The group is tall:
the(groupett)et  tallet

●

Two resolution strategies: either 'incorrect' agreement (a
plural VP even though the group NP is singular), or an
atomic interpretation of the group NP
(the(group))e  tallet : impure atom formation, always available
[[the group are tall]] = the(group)et  *(tall)ett
: agreement mismatch, available if the syntax allows it (it does
in BrE, but not in AmE)

more on impure atoms
●

In theory, we could also assume that the atom denotation
is basic and that we have a 'fission' operation that turns
them into sets when the VP is plural (cf. Landman's work, Barker
1992, Schwarzschild 1996 in a footnote)

●

But this is less nice for several reasons:
–

Animacy requirement

–

Leads to a less parsimonious theory – mismatched predication is
more general (John and Bill are a happy couple; my guests are
happy couples) & we probably need impure atoms anyway...

–

...for example, to deal with plurals in there-sentences.
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there-sentences
●

Some speakers of English accept there-sentences where
subject and VP don't agree in number:
(10) There's two dogs in my garden

●

●

Does this have consequences for the availability of Qdistributivity?
...yes it does!
(11) a. There are three linguists walking or sunbathing in my garden
b. There's three linguists walking or sunbathing in my garden

●

Looks like a similar case of type-mismatch resolution by
impure atom formation.
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crosslinguistic work
●

Actually the theory, while developed for group nouns,
makes pretty general predictions:
Crosslinguistic hypothesis. Whenever a plural
subject occurs with a non-plural VP, Q-distributivity will
be unavailable.
(...at least for languages that mark number on the VP for at least some segment
of the Animacy Hierarchy.)

●

Promising languages: certain varieties of Arabic; numerical
NPs in Russian and Basque; certain nouns in Serbo-Croat
that allow both singular and plural VPs; …?

other further work
●

●

Not all BrE group NPs allow plural agreement – it is not
immediately obvious how to classify the NPs that do
(*each team are vs. everyone are)
How to deal with collective or set predicates (that range
over sets in the singular) and mixed predicates (that range
over both sets and atoms)? (actually, this touches upon some stuff that I
glossed over, like the relation between * and D)

●

A more fine-grained classification of atom predicates
based on whether their extension may include impure
atoms or not (compare: the team *is/are my guest(s) – the team is/are tall – the
team was/*were founded in 1999)

●

...

thank you!
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